BCVE text: design team issue
May 2019

This text has completed the drafting stage and is now issued to the design team as the copy
for the bulk of the experience.
Notes to the design team are marked in pink.
Queries issued to Anna on 7 May are marked in yellow.
Items marked in green and not finalised, but are in hand.

Going further
We have not shown the content plan yet for the Digging Deeper copy – these hand-sheets
in each room will be an interpretive layer that allow visitors to delve further into the stories
we have introduced in the main copy. This will follow in due course.

Anna – a few general tasks



Please research the Duke’s financial links to copper mining and copper-lined boats. I
will add these in as required.
Please look for someone to go in Room 4 to do with the Dev Dome – we have our
three now to satisfy the UofD, but they are all rather close together in the timeline.
It would be ideal if someone visiting the dome (or working on it e.g. Robert Rippon
Duke) mentioned the water in just a line – that way we could include them.

Room 1 – Introduction and context

G02

Room Identifier
(T/15)

Welcome to Buxton Crescent
You are standing in the centre of a town inspired by water.

R020.01

Buxton Water Timeline Banners
3 x a few words or a quotation

Designers: please experiment with the following words:

health – water – cuisine – architecture
music – climate – activity – landscape – pleasure

These are okay, but we like them less:
from deep beneath our feet
water and wellbeing
visitors to a Georgian spa town
rock - water – landscape - thermal - mineral - cure

R020.02

Timeline panels with object cases
10 panels (Title/20/75)
10 object labels (15)
15 image captions + attributions

Buxton before Buxton
6800–2500 BC
The water that flows from St Ann’s Well (opposite this building) fell to the
ground as rain about 5000 years ago. At that time, people had already settled in
what we now know as Buxton.
Not far from here, archaeologists found remains in the ground which were probably once
part of small huts, built around 8000 BC. In the Neolithic period (4000–2500BC) there were
more substantial buildings on Lismore Fields, now a housing estate at the other end of the
public Pavilion Gardens.
When the new Buxton Water bottling plant was built in 2012, archaeologists discovered the
remains of another Neolithic house dating to 3500BC and covered with wattle and daub.

Image caption: This Neolithic/Bronze Age axe-head was found at Brierlow, just south of
Buxton. It’s made from jadeite found in the Italian Alps, almost 700 miles away, evidence of
migration and trade to Derbyshire.
Image credit: Trustees of The British Museum

Image: ‘Grimstone ware’ bowl discovered at Lismore Fields. At 5500-years-old, it is one of
the oldest pots in Britain.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Aquae Arnemetiae
70–410 AD
The Romans built public baths on the site of a sacred spring, and also a
settlement, not far from where you’re standing.
The Latin name for the town comes from ‘aquae’ (meaning springs or waters) and
Arnemetia, a Celtic goddess believed to dwell in a sacred grove. The only other town to be
significant enough to have water mentioned in its name was Bath (Aquae Sulis).
When the Mineral Baths were restored in 1975, archaeologists found over 200 Roman coins,
suggesting that they were thrown into the bath as offerings to Arnemetia.
The ruins of the Roman baths were visible in the 1700s but were covered over when Buxton
Crescent was built in the 1790s.

Object caption:

Image caption: Roman coins found during the 1975 restoration are on display in Buxton
Museum and Art Gallery, a short walk from this building.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council and permission of
High Peak Borough Council

Image caption: Roman milestone found at Silverlands, Buxton.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

The ‘miracle’ water of Buxton
1460
The Christian Church did not approve of sacred springs and it was forbidden to
worship at them.
This changed around 1100 AD, and Buxton soon became a site of pilgrimage.
There were even suggestions that the water here had special powers. In 1460, William
Worcestre wrote that the water at Buxton, ‘preforms many miracles in curing the sick, and
in winter it is as warm as new milk’.
Later, the well became known as St Ann’s Well, named after the Virgin Mary’s mother who
was associated with miracles of healing. It was a hard place to travel to, but people still
made the journey in the hope of a cure.

Image caption: The first reference to water Buxton water was made by William Worcestre
who journeyed through England, writing about the country.
Image credit: Corpus Christi, Cambridge
Anna: please check exact wording for this credit

The Reformation
1538
The new Protestant Church declared that people who visited thermal springs for
medicinal purposes were guilty of idolatry. The well was closed.
The Reformation temporarily ended use of the well. In 1538, Thomas Cromwell, King Henry
VIII’s chief minister, ordered the dismantling of St Ann’s Well, known at the time as the
‘place of many miracles’.
Sir William Bassett carried out the orders writing, ‘My Lord I have also lockkyd upp and
sealyd the bathys and welles att Buxtone that none schall enter’.

Image caption: A lame man begs for alms, early 1600s
Image credit: The Wellcome Collection

The well reopens
1570s
The baths were not locked up for long. Soon, many people were visiting once
again.
In 1572, Dr John Jones published the first medical book on Buxton’s water. InThe Benefits
of the ancient bathes of Buckstone he claims that the water could cure many ailments
including infertility, consumption of the lungs, inflammation of the liver and the ‘greene
sickness’.
Mary Queen of Scots, who was a prisoner of English Queen Elizabeth I, was allowed to visit
Buxton eight times. She said that the warm water gave her some relief from her
rheumatism.

Image caption: Mary Queen of Scots first visited in 1573 to take the waters. She would visit
another seven times.
Image credit: Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection

Image caption: The royal prisoner stayed nearby, now the Old Hall Hotel.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: The Benefits of the ancient bathes of Buckstone by Dr John Jones, 1572
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

A fashionable destination
1779
The 5th Duke of Devonshire – owner of Chatsworth – intended for Buxton to be a
stylish Georgian spa town, rivalling the likes of Bath.
He commissioned John Carr to build the Crescent, the centrepiece of the newly laid out town
centre. When it opened it contained two hotels, six lodging houses, a parade of shops, a
card room and grand Assembly Rooms that held dances throughout the summer season.
The Duke also built the Great Stables (now the Devonshire Dome), to house the guests’
horses and carriages.
Several doctors set up in practice and made a good living prescribing treatments including
how long to bathe and how much water to drink.

Object caption:
Souvenir token, celebrating the opening of Buxton Crescent

Image caption: The Crescent in 1796, with the stables visible behind
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: William Cavendish, the 5th Duke of Devonshire, by Richard Cosway, 1790s
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: Ticket for a concert in Buxton’s new ballroom.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Buxton Bath Charity
1779
The town made facilities for water treatment available to the poor.
Not content with providing access to the thermal waters for those who could afford it, locals
and visitors began raising money to help those less fortunate in life to gain access to a
charity bath set aside for their use. Collections were taken at hotels and lodging houses and
donations were recorded in a subscription book.
The initial aim was to fund 16 poor patients during the summer season, paying for their
board and lodgings, bathing fees and medicines.
In 1811 about 150 poor patients were being supported a year.
By 1854 this figure had risen to 1203.

Image caption: ‘Please to Bestow your Charity to the Buxton baths’, 1840s
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: Advertisement for a fundraising ‘Bazaar and fancy fair’ held in 1856
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: The joys, and woes, of communal bathing. Anna: Please find a sentence or
two to do with gender segregation at this time to go here.
Image credit: The Wellcome Collection

Victorian expansion
1850s
As the town increased in popularity, more buildings were required to service the
growing numbers of patients and visitors.
To the left (west) of the Crescent, John Carr’s baths were demolished and replaced with
Natural Baths. These were built to house both public and private facilities for men and
women, as well as two charity baths for the poor. There were also two well rooms for
drinking the water. To the right (east) The Thermal Baths contained heated baths and
treatments rooms.
Victorian visitors were recommended to do more than just drink and bathe. Unpolluted air
and good company were integral to the cure at Buxton. The town was a ‘rus in urbe’, a Latin
tagline advertising Buxton’s healthy environment and countryside walks alongside the
amenities of a town such as paved sidewalks, parks, shops, polite society.

Object caption: The Thermal Baths were decorated with fashionable Minton
tiles. You can still see examples of these in the nearby Cavendish Arcade.

Image caption: The Thermal Baths, watercolour by unknown artist, about 1850
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: Sketch of promenading in Pavilion Gardens in 1877. Other activities included
croquet, archery, tennis and golf.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: Visitors to Buxton took the air in nearby towns and beauty spots, sometimes
on organised visits. Late 1800s.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

The Devonshire Royal Hospital
1859
The Duke of Devonshire gave two thirds of the Great Stables to the Buxton Bath
Charity, to provide a hospital for the poor.
By 1879, the entire building had been converted into a 300-bed hospital and the magnificent
dome (the largest in the world at the time) had been added to the top. The cost of the
project was covered largely by the Cotton Districts Convalescent Fund, meaning that
patients employed by the cotton industry could be nominated for treatment.
Later, the hospital provided hydrotherapy treatments on the NHS until its closure in 2000.

Double object caption: Souvenirs of the hospital, before and after the dome was added.

Image caption: Stables converted into Royal Devonshire Hospital, 1872
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: A huge dome was added to the hospital in 1879. Designed by Robert Rippon
Duke, it is still one of the largest wrought-iron domes in the world.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Anna: We have got rid of the image of the vapour bath as it wasn’t appropriate for the time.
Please source a new image and caption. Ros suggests a cartoon from Wellcome.
Image caption: TBC
Image credit: TBC

Buxton’s Victorian heyday
1863
Two railways stations opened in Buxton in the same year, bringing new
audiences – and yet more visitors – to the popular town.
Hydrotherapists began experimenting with the use of ordinary water in their treatments,
rather than the natural waters from beneath Buxton’s streets, leading to new Hydropathic
Hotels, with their own therapies and baths.
Later, Buxton doctors were amongst those leading the movement in a new medical specialty
of balneology. Their work emphasised the value of spa treatment for a range of conditions
including rheumatism, cardiac disease, digestive complaints and nervous disorders.
In 1894 the 7th Duke of Devonshire commissioned a new Pump Room, to replace the
overcrowded one, providing a comfortable and fashionable place for people to drink the
water.

Image caption: Buxton in the 1860s, with the Crescent still at the centre of the town
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: This cartoon from 1876 shows people coming to Buxton to seek cures, but
also to walk, to talk and to enjoy access to green spaces.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: Changes in hydrotherapy practice meant that people experimented with the
use of ordinary water in medical treatments.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: Visitors wanted places to relax. The Pavilion Gardens opened in 1871 and
were enlarged in 1875 with the building of the Octagonal Concert Hall, providing musical
entertainment and a place for exercise in unseasonable weather. The Opera House was built
in 1903.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council and permission of
High Peak Borough Council

Anna: please source some content on balneology so we can explain this a little better.

A new life for the Crescent
1930–2019
From the 1930s onwards fewer people came to Buxton in pursuit of a water cure.
When the NHS was established in 1946, doctors could no longer prescribe water treatments
at health resorts such as Buxton free of charge. The wealthy chose to visit continental spa
towns and tourists began taking package holidays abroad. Business in Buxton declined and
many hydrotherapy hotels, already closed, were reused or demolished.
The Thermal Baths closed in 1963 and the mineral baths became the town’s swimming
pools. St Ann’s Hotel closed in 1983. The public library was situated in the Assembly Room
between 1973 and 1992, but was relocated because of the strain on the floors. The
Crescent underwent urgent repairs, but the building remained closed.
Then, in 2003, the redevelopment of the building began, culminating in the re-opening of
Buxton Crescent as a hotel, spa and visitor experience in 2019. Who knows what the next
chapter of Buxton’s history will be.
SjS awaiting a little edit from LC

Image caption: The cocktail bar in St Ann’s Hotel. The hotel closed in 1983, but it is now the
site of The Crescent Hotel and Thermal Spa.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: St Ann’s Hotel shortly before it closed. The Micrarium was housed in the
Pump Room at this time. Today it is home to the Tourist Information Centre.
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

Image caption: The Thermal Baths closed in 1964. The building was redeveloped and
reopened as the Cavendish Arcade Shopping Centre in 1986.

Anna: please source IMAGE TBC FROM SITE WORKS
Image caption: Restoration work on Buxton Crescent, returning this beautiful example of
Georgian architecture to its former glory.
Image credit: TBC

Anna, please source IMAGE OF THE DOME/CAMPUS TODAY
Image caption: The University of Derby opened a new campus in Buxton in 2000.
Image credit: TBC

R020.04

Bottles interactive
Intro (Title/30)
up to 6 individual bottle captions (15)

Natural water, bottled at source
Water from Buxton has been gulped, sipped and swallowed for hundreds of years. Choose
an example to find out how the message that accompanied our town’s most famous export
has changed over time.

1850s
Water from Buxton was sold by chemists as a health cure for a range of ailments and
medical complaints. The torpedo shape of this bottle meant it had to be stored on its side.
1870s
This bottle would have a marble stopper held in place by the force of the gases in the water
against a rubber seal. It allowed the water to keep its natural fizziness.
1900
The words embossed into the glass are SOURCE ST ANNE BUXTON. The well (opposite this
building) is where the water still arrives from deep below ground today.
Date TBC [will be known once we have the object]
This bottle marketed the water ‘natural’ product that is simply good for us, rather than as a
medical cure for health problems.
2006
Modern audiences understand that hydration is important, especially when exercising.
2019
In an age of environmental sustainability the newest Buxton Water bottle is made from
100% recycled material.

Note: This text will be revisited once we know the exact bottles we will be using in the
display.

R020.03

Seating
Quotation (25)

This is yet to be designed in detail, but indicative options for the kinds of text we might use
around seating in centre of the room include:

The water preforms many miracles in curing the sick, and in winter it is as warm as
new milk
William Worcestre, 1460

We shall live the wholsomest of lives here
Georgiana Duchess of Devonshire, 1786
rus in urbe: elements of the countryside, running through the heart of a town

Hither the sick, the lame and barren come, and hence go healthful, sound and
fruitful home
Charles Cotton, 1681

G03

Digging deeper room sheet

A sheet of information that goes beyond the interpretive content on display in the room – a
chance for us to provide even more content.

Room 2 – Architecture and restoration

G02

Room Identifier
(T/15)

Architectural gem
How and why was this grand Crescent built?

R022A.06

Building of the Crescent graphic panel John Carr
1 panel (T/25/150)
4 image captions (20) + attributions

Building Buxton’s Crescent
The centrepiece of the 5th Duke of Devonshire’s transformation of Buxton the
Crescent. The Duke commissioned the architect John Carr to design the building
in the fashionable neoclassical style.
The workforce was relatively small and it took them nine years to build. A list survives from
1784 which contains the names of 54 workmen. The majority were labourers who would
have done varied work including digging foundations, erecting scaffolding, firing kilns and
working as watchmen. But there were also stone masons, carpenters and quarrymen.
The Buxton climate had an impact on their work. Workmen laid down their tools from
November to April each year, packing the works with straw to protect the site from the
worst of Derbyshire’s winter weather.

Image caption: John Carr (1723–1807) by Sir William Beechey. This prolific architect who
designed over 250 buildings including Raby Castle in Durham and Wentworth Woodhouse
Estate. He’s shown here with the plans for Buxton Crescent on his lap, a project of which he
was justifiably proud.
Image credit: National Portrait Gallery

Image caption: A plan of the Crescent and other nearby buildings. The drawing shows St
Ann’s Hotel and The Great Hotel at either ends of the Crescent. There were also six lodging
houses in between, with shops looking onto the ground floor colonnade (outside this room).
Image credit: Chatsworth
Anna: please check exact wording for image credit

R022A.07

Shoes under the floor display
1 caption (15)

Georgian shoes found under the floorboards during the recent restoration
We don’t know why they were here.
someone could have lost them?
possibly they were a charm to ward off evil spirits?
perhaps they just smelled bad?

R022A.08

Double-sided Georgian architecture panels
display - told through the Crescent
2 panels (T/25/100)
4 image captions (15) + attributions

STEVE CHECKING THIS AGAIN WITH RICHARD

Grand lodgings at affordable prices
Palatial crescents and handsome terraces were popular in the 1700s and 1800s.
They looked like large country houses or mansions, but were in fact occupied by
multiple residents.
People were able to buy just a segment of what would otherwise appear to be a single,
impressive home. This presented a graceful architectural frontage, while the room layout
inside the building could be individually customised.
Some of the more famous crescents, such as the Royal Crescent in Bath, have a fine front
but a poor view to the back. As the Crescent in Buxton was intended to sit at the centre of
the fifth Duke of Devonshire’s developed town centre, visible from all angles, John Carr
designed it so that all aspects of the building were as attractive and unified as the others.

IMAGES TBC. Suggest annotated section of Crescent Building to be created by 2D designer.
Anna: please source a good quality graphic for the 2D to work from.

Georgian street style
Buxton Crescent is designed in the fashionable Palladian or neoclassical manner,
a style that takes its inspiration from classical antiquity and the ruins found in
Italy and Greece.
Symmetry and proportion were important to the Georgians along with rules about what was,
and wasn’t, considered appropriate for decoration and detailing. Often referred to as ‘polite’
or ‘refined’ architecture, the design made full use of the Golden Ratio.

‘It is executed in an excellent stile [sic] of architecture, uniting to a character of
grandeur an air of taste, which does honour to the talents of that able artist, whom I
had the pleasure of seeing, and who was kind enough to conduct me through every
part of it.’
Barthelemy Faujas de Sant-Ford, 1799

IMAGE  – diagram showing how the golden ratio works on a diagram of Buxton Crescent
perhaps combining examples of flora and fauna, along with architectural examples from BC.
Suggest working this up with 2D designer from both historic sources and new graphics.
Anna, please source reference images for this
Image caption: The Golden Ratio (of 1 to 1.6) occurs all over the natural world and has
fascinated mathematicians for centuries. In architectural terms it describes the relationship
of height to width of various aspects of the building – the structure itself, but also individual
elements, such as the windows.

IMAGE  – diagram showing the three classical orders: doric, ionic and corinthian – yet to
be sourced, but will be worked up by 2D designer using reference material
Anna, please source us the relevant images from. It’s been suggest we look in Edward
Hoppus, The Gentleman’s Repository, or Architecture Displayed (1783) also known as
Architecture Civitas which has clear images of this.
Image caption: The three orders of classical Greek architecture. Each is associated with the
architect’s intended importance of the building, with Corinthian being the most ornate and
expensive, and therefore important. Once an architect had selected an order for the
building’s main design, further rules followed about the correct way to decorate it. Buxton

Crescent is dominated by huge Doric columns demonstrating a degree of northern restraint
and robustness from the architect, John Carr.
Image credit: TBC

R022A.01

Georgian Architecture Interactive
Printed graphic/interactive (T/15/50)
Image attributions, no captions

Become a Georgian architect
These blocks represent the principal elements of a Georgian building project. Use
them to design and construct your own creation.
The Georgians enjoyed symmetry and balance in their buildings. The columns, porticos and
pediments of ancient Greek and Roman architecture were a major inspiration.
Will you build a palace, a temple, a fountain or even a crescent?

R022A.04

Stud wall: Restoration story

The decline of the Duke’s Crescent
As UK spa towns became less popular, in part due to new free NHS treatment, the need for
large hotels servicing many visitors to Buxton also declined. One of the Crescent’s hotels
closed and the other was repurposed – as part of the Devonshire Royal Hospital, as council
offices and even as a public library. By the early 1990s, structural deterioration was taking
its toll on the building. The Crescent was vacated and left empty, while a plan was made
about what to do with it. Unused and largely unheated, its condition deteriorated.
Patching up a fragile structure
Urgent work undertaken by the local councils stabilised the Crescent. But having part of
Buxton’s most important historic building covered in plastic sheeting and its windows
boarded up was difficult for the town. A range of options were examined for how to bring
the building back to life.
A plan for the future
Eventually, the refurbished Crescent you are standing in today was conceived. An impressive
hotel and spa experience, fed by Buxton’s thermal natural mineral water, is accompanied by
the renovated Pump Room, this visitor experience and a parade of shops.
But the renovation of the Crescent wasn’t straightforward and it didn’t happen overnight…

Respecting the past – looking to the future
The Crescent is a Grade I-listed building, partly because of the amount of surviving historic
fabric, the quality of its design and construction, its cultural significance (what it can tell us
about Georgian society and values) and the importance of the architect.
The structure has been altered and adapted over its life and has now moved into a new
period in its history.
To create a modern hotel it is inevitable that further alterations to its historic fabric have
been made. However, careful consideration has been given to conserve the building’s key
areas of significance by retaining as much as the important historic content as possible.
Where repairs are necessary, they apply traditional methods and, where appropriate,
previous alterations are reversed based on informed research.

Unique challenges
This building is over two centuries old. And it’s built over an historic thermal spring, which
rises close to where you’re standing. This presents modern building conservators with a
range of technical challenges. It took some time to ensure sufficient protection to the
thermal natural mineral water source.

Structurally sound
Before work could start on restoration, urgent structural repairs had to be undertaken.
These specialist services took plenty of time and careful planning, in order to bring the
Crescent back into life in as sustainable a way as possible.

The cost of conservation
Works to historic buildings have to take into account the higher-than-usual costs of
traditional repairs. There may also be a need to retain some unique architectural features
that might not have any commercial value once the work is complete. These costs are
referred to as the ‘conservation deficit’ and it is towards this that much of the public sector
grant aid has been directed.
Note to designer: please include mention of NLHF in this graphic. E.g. logo.

R022A.03

Restoration AV set within the stud wall
above (R022A.04)
180 seconds long

This film is in development now, but we have included an indication of what it will deliver
here …..
Setting:
This short film will sit in a graphic wall that tells the story of the conservation and
restoration of the Crescent (see above).
Objective:
It is intended that this film will go beyond the simple act of conservation or restoration and
show visitors the journey that the Crescent has been on in recent years. From dilapidated
and unloved (although we won’t use those words) to a magnificent restoration of this
architectural gem.
Tone:
This is an emotive presentation. It needs to show to visitors the drama, mystery and
sadness of the Crescent. A still building at the centre of this town that’s been left to get
worse and worse over years. But this is not a tear-jerker. We would like there to be a
general shift through the film, from the poor state of repair before, potentially darker and
more sombre, to the bright, new world we are now in with our magnificent celebrated
building today.
We don’t anticipate that all of this emotion needs to be communicated via text, either
written or spoken. Mood, colour, tone, scale, image and sound. The voice drivers for this
space are authentic and grandeur.
This film will include:





behind-the-scenes views of the condition of the building before conservation – much
of this already exists and we particularly like the tone of Mo’s film as a guide.
footage of elements of the restoration project – e.g. workers on the site, hands at
work, cranes moving in, stone masons carving, things being done to the building.
The last bit of remaining stone from the quarry
views of the finished product – e.g. doors opening, elements unveiled, views up
grand staircases, chandeliers installed. Not showy or overly celebratory, but certainly
grand and respectable.

Narration:
We may use light-touch commentary or quotations about the meaning of this redevelopment
project – what a labour it was and the joy that surrounds its completion. These may be
direct quotations in or appear on-screen text only. TBC.

R022A.02

What we found wall
6 object labels (25)

A large and impactful image of an example scene that was uncovered during the restoration
process will be mounted to the wall on the left wall as visitors enter, accompanied by some
short/pithy captions to explain what we see. These will be written once the image is
sourced. But indicative ideas for things we might label include:






Dry rot and water ingress
Joinery – repaired and restored
Plaster cornices
Lime and horsehair plaster
Georgian windows
G03

Digging deeper room sheet

A sheet of information that goes beyond the interpretive content on display in the room – a
chance for us to provide even more content.

Room 3 – Georgian life

G02

Room Identifier
(T/15)

Georgian Buxton
The experience of visiting the Crescent and the ‘cure’.

R022B.03

Duke of Devonshire talking portrait
First-person script (120 seconds)

The frame of the portrait has a plaque reading:
William Cavendish, 5th Duke of Devonshire
Born 1748
Painted at Chatsworth House, Derbyshire

Talking portrait:
Before I built this splendid Crescent, people used to say little in the way of praise for
Buxton. They complained about the lack of amenities and its dreary and dismal location in
these barren hills. People came for the water, our healing water, of course, but the journey
on dreadful roads deterred many from even considering coming here.
So I set about thinking how I could attract people here, to make Buxton a place that could
rival the city of Bath. Now Bath has a wonderful Crescent, built a few years back in 1775,
and in part this inspired me.
The lack of decent places to stay in Buxton – and the lack of things to keep people occupied
– has always been a concern of visitors. Before my wonderful Crescent was here, visitors
complained that there was simply nothing to do except bathe in the thermal spring.
(shocked) They ended up retiring early to bed each night!
Well, the Crescent has changed all that. My wife, Georgiana, is not only impressed with the
building. She now she has somewhere comfortable and fashionable to stay when she is up
here taking the waters. We have rooms just under my stone carved ducal arms. Did you see
it on the way in? Do take a look on your way out.
Now a word about my architect, Mr John Carr, who’s already done a few repairs and
restorations on our home at Chatsworth. Such a clever chap. Have you noticed how the
building has three storeys at the front and four at the rear? What a terrific job he’s done
here. He didn’t come cheap though. Georgiana thinks the cost of this project will almost ruin
us. But the more people that come to Buxton to take the waters, the more I make back on
my investment. So do tell your friends what a delightful time you’ve had here, among polite
society.

I have also been beautifying the town. The lime kilns that could be seen on the hillside not
far away were off-putting, so I had them screened off with trees and we don’t need to see
them any more.
Yes, as I look around the town today, I can see, well I can see it in this very room, that
Buxton really is attracting a better class of person.

R022B.04

Aristocratic lady touch table
Title text (TBC)

The brief for this element is being developed currently. Text to be drafted after clarification.

G03

Digging deeper room sheet

A sheet of information that goes beyond the interpretive content on display in the room – a
chance for us to provide even more content.

Room 4 – Visiting Buxton

G02

Room Identifier
(T/15)

Visiting Buxton
Natural waters have drawn people to this town for centuries.

R021.01

Famous faces graphics displays
Visitor graphics (T/8/45)
Image captions [+ attributions]
8 audio scripts (60 seconds)

The graphic treatment for this section is still to be worked up, so there are some image gaps
at present, while we wait for the detail design. It may delivered through silhouettes/cutouts, for example.

Roman soldier
100s AD
Many miles from home
The bleak Derbyshire landscape must have been a shock to the Romans who passed
through here on their way to Hadrian’s Wall. The men of the 3rd cohort Bracara Augusta
were from modern day Braga in Portugal. Maybe the warm waters of the thermal springs
provided them some relief.
NO IMAGE
Audio:
(VO: deliver with a touch of melancholy and longing)
Soldier

The year is one-ten. In the service of our emperor, Hadrian, we’ve found
ourselves in Aquae Arnemetiae. It’s pretty windy here, on the edge of the
civilised world, not much like home, where the skies are blue and the sun
always shines.
The one thing I’m grateful for is this water.

SFX

Coin dropping into water

Soldier

Some of my friends throw coins into the spring to honour the goddess
Arnemetia and to bring them luck, but I’ve not got any to spare.

It’s just, well I don’t want to seem like I’m always complaining, but the baths
here are bit basic and the water could be a bit hotter. When we were
stationed in France the baths were much warmer and, well, more pleasant.
There’s talk of us being sent on to other forts soon. But I’d rather just head
home to sunnier skies.

William Camden
1570s
Antiquarian and chronicler of England
He described how the water, ‘rise and walme up nine fountaines of hote waters, the place at
this day is called Buxton Well, which being found by experience holsome for the stomach,
sinewes, and the whole bodie.’
Anna: CITATION REQUIRED
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED – NPG has one

Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester
1576
Did his visit make his gout any better?
On Dudley’s second visit to Buxton his health improved. Although he did complain he caught
a cold, possibly on coming out the baths or even from listening to an outdoor sermon. A
couple of days later he left, fearing he had a ‘tertian ague’.

Image caption: Did visiting Buxton made Robert Dudley better?
Image credit: Yale Center for British Art

Mary Queen of Scots
1584
Visited Buxton as a prisoner
Imprisoned on the orders of Queen Elizabeth I in 1584, Mary spent much of her time in the
custody of George Talbot, who lived his with his wife Bess, at Hardwick Hall (X miles away).
Mary and George both suffered from rheumatism and sought respite in the waters at
Buxton.
Anna: Could you please clarify where MQS stayed (it’s been suggested not at Hardwick),
how far that is from Buxton today and the nature of her imprisonment/incarceration.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED
Audio: (please don’t ham up the Scottish accent!)
Mary

I first came to Buxton in the year fifteen-hundred-and-seventy-three and this
is our eighth visit. The waters help my cold and aching bones, made all the
worse by these fifteen years of imprisonment. My captor allows me here to
bathe, though I hear extra security needs to be laid on when I do. And I fear
it may be my last.

SFX

etching/scratching on glass

Mary

Before I leave I’m scratching a message into the glass at the Hall Hotel.
Buxton whose warm waters have made thy name famous, perchance I shall
visit thee no more. Farewell.

Lady Arbella Stuart
1609
Granddaughter of Bess of Hardwick
Her steward, Hugh Crompton, wrote in his accounts book that he paid £1 to the, ‘2 wymen
attended my lady at the well’ and 13s and 4d to the poor in Buxton.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Thomas Hobbes
1626
The philosopher (and friend of the Cavendish family) described his visit to Buxton
in poetry.
When at fam’d Buxton’s hot bath we alight.
Unto St Ann the Fountain Sacred is:
With waters hot and cold its sources rife,
And in its Sulphur Veins there’s medicine lies
This cure’s the Palified member of the Old,
And cherishes the nerves grown stiff and cold.
Crutches the Lame into its brink convey,
Returning the ungrates fling them away.
The Barren hither to be fruitful come,
And without help of spouse, go pregnant home.
Anna: please provide citation for this quotation
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Celia Fiennes
1697
Not impressed with Buxton
Celia visited many English spa towns on a seven-week tour of the north of England. She was
keen to get away from Buxton but, when one of her travelling companions was taken ill, she
was forced to stay longer than she wanted.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED
Audio:
Celia

We are staying in the Buxton Hall which belongs to the Duke of Devonshire.
It’s the largest house in Buxton, although that isn’t saying very much. The
beer they serve with meals is almost undrinkable. The rooms are awful too,
there are 2, 3, sometimes 4 beds in a room, and if you are not travelling with
enough company yourself, they make you share your room with strangers!
There is no peace here, people are always coming and going to the baths.

SFX

Bubbling water

Celia

The bath is in the hotel itself, there are 10 or 12 springs that bubble up that
are warm, only a little warm. It is not as warm as milk from a cow, nor does
enough water come through the spring to keep the bath clean. Warm enough
to just open the pores of one’s body but not to cause a sweat.
There is also St Ann’s Well for drinking. The taste is not unpleasant but rather
like milk. They say it is a diuretic. I managed a part of a cup full.

Mrs Staplyton
1750s
We don’t know much about this visitor, but we do have a letter she wrote to her
friend.
She complains about the weather, the temperature of the thermal spring and the quality of
the accommodation. The conditions she describes were, in part, what drove the Duke of
Devonshire to plan grander and more hospitable accommodation for visitors to Buxton.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED
Audio
Mrs S

We were prepared by what we had heard from several people to meet with
everything as bad as it was possible to expect, but the place and
accommodation exceeds imagination or description very much indeed.
Here, are some people who have waited six weeks and are not better off
than we are which is been blessed with one garret, three extremely dirty
beds in it, a broken table, one glass and four chairs.
If Lady Egremont ever saw it she would be beside herself!

Mrs Mary Delaney
1766
A blessing in disguise
This visitor wrote to the Duchess of Portland, ‘Buxton is a shocking place but the blessing of
health is worth a state of trial’.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED – if we need a image, we can use the portrait by John
Opie (1782)

Thomas Pennant
1769
The curing waters
Pennant found the water here beneficial for his rheumatism. He was concerned that more
people couldn’t use the water and hoped that further wells could be enclosed to allow relief
to the ‘poor cripple’ who could not afford the entrance fees. Just a few years later the
Buxton Bath Charity was established.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Mrs Hart
1771
‘I can now move as freely as ever.’
This lady visited Buxton for just a week, although she would like to have stayed longer. She
bathed every day and found her health much improved. She wrote, ‘I have at present quite
lost the troublesome pain in my hips and back that before had almost cripple’d me and
rendered riding in particular very irksome.’
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Sarah Wedgwood
1772
Following doctor’s orders
The Wedgwood’s family physician, Erasmus Darwin advised Sarah to spend a fortnight in
Buxton after suffering a miscarriage. He advised that the ‘calcareous waters are more likely
to be useful to her than others’. He was cautious about advising bathing, adding, ‘she is yet
so weak, but it might be try’d at Buxton; the Bath at Matlock would be too cold for’
Anna: Please check the source for how this quotation ends
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Lady Hester Newdigate
1781
The wrong sort of people
While this visitor found relief for her dropsy (uncomfortable swelling all over the body and
puffiness around the eyes) in the healing waters, she wasn’t that impressed with the
company.

IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED – if we need an image we can use one of two portraits
– a full length by George Romney and a miniature by John Russell (1780)
Audio:
Lady H

I think the Buxton waters are improving me as I had a very good
night last night without the help of opium.
I arose, drank my water and had breakfast just after 9. I then went
out in the chaise for one hour but was back for prayers at 12. Then I
went into the bath where I stayed 20 minutes and thought it pleasant
but was cold as usual when I came out. I drank a bumper of wine and
ate a slice of beef and feel quite a different creature from what I was
yesterday.
I will go to the card room again this evening. There were some very
handsome genteel looking young men there yesterday, really above
the common stamp. But sadly not a Name amongst them. Where can
they come from?

Countess Margaret Georgiana Spencer
Anna: please check if this is the mother of Georgiana, 5th Duchess. If so, we will mention.
1783
Early reactions to the Duke of Devonshire’s Crescent
Margaret wrote, ‘The Duke’s buildings here are very magnificent indeed and the plantations
on the tops of the surrounding hills which are begun and I am told are to be maintained are
a glorious work and will in time be as beneficial as beautiful’.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED – or we could use can early image of the Crescent
here

François Joseph Paul, Count de Grasse
1783
Another noble prisoner
Some 200 years after Mary Queen of Scots visited Buxton, this admiral in the French Navy
(who was then a prisoner of war) visited Buxton. As an aristocrat, he was allowed various
indulgencies, including a visit to the Eagle Hotel.
Anna: Where is the Eagle Hotel?
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire
1786
Healthy but homesick
Georgiana wrote from Buxton ‘I am sure I shall be quite well. We shall live the wholsomest
of lives here, dine out and go to bed at 11. Up at 7. But I do miss my baby very, very sadly
and I have made Bes promise to write volumes about rosy cheeks, cutting of teeth, healthy
looks etc…’
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Anna Seward
1790s
Clean air for poorly people
In 1796, Anna stayed a month in Buxton, but felt no improvement in her rheumatic
condition so went to Harrogate. In a letter she wrote that the pure air here ‘was instantly
salutary to me’. But she also described the town as containing ‘invalids of all ranks’.

Image caption: Anna was a regular visitor to Buxton in the 1790s
Image credit: Yale Center for British Art
If we end up needing an image there is a better one in the National Portrait Gallery
(NPG2017)

George Head
1836
An impression of the baths
George wrote, ‘the spring adheres at all times and seasons to the temperature of 80
degrees, the charge each time for dipping being two shillings; but there is a large reservoir,
or caldron, to which the public are admitted, and where folks bathe, as it were, by the
drove, at one shilling a head.

‘The number of persons who visit these waters on account of chronic lameness of every
description, is very remarkable, and, no doubt, amounts to a proof of their efficacy’
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Robert Rippon Duke
Title
Copy – story coming from Anna. Added the dome to the hospital in 1879.

IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED
2D: Sponsor acknowledgement: University of Derby

James Brown
About 1890
A positive report of bonny Buxton
James wrote, ‘I am here alright as you will see and have got beautiful lodgings with a very
nice family, and I think I shall be very comfortable. [Buxton] is a bonny place and a lovely
ride to it after you leave Manchester district.
‘I shall go and see the doctor tonight or in the morning to see what baths I ought to take.
This will cost me five shillings but I think it will be best and then I shall make no mistake.’

Image caption: James Brown’s letter to his family
Image credit: TBC

George Henry Mason
1901
This butcher from Bosolver was an impatient patient.
George sought a cure for his sore legs and ankles. In his letters he home he described
Buxton as expensive and noted that he’d never seen so many walking sticks in his life. He
wrote, ‘I took another bath this morning, they have increased my baths to 90 degrees now,
by the doctor’s advice of course. He thinks I am a little better. I could think so too especially
yesterday and today but I suffer a great deal when I walk about …I am sick of this
mooching about, I shan’t be sorry when it is time to go home.’
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Royal visits
Monarchs and princesses have taken the water at Buxton.
In the early 1900s a tradition began to make and save a commemorative glass when any
member of the royal family visited Buxton and took the waters. Whether they actually drank
from them, we don’t really know.
King Edward VII, January 1905
Queen Alexandra, January 1905
Princess Victoria, July 1912
Queen Mary, December 1913
Princess Mary, October 1921
Image of object:

 IMAGE OF ROYALS AT BUXTON
Image caption: TBC
Image credit: TBC

Recuperating soldiers
Anna: what date should we put for this?
War weary warriors
The hotels, along with the Devonshire Royal Hospital, treated thousands of soldiers who
were recovering from war wounds and also infectious diseases.
STILLS FROM THE BFI FILM: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTfDUcDOtns
Image caption: Soldiers were treated for rheumatic conditions as well as their injuries from
war
Image credit: TBC if we use it
2D: Sponsor acknowledgement: University of Derby

Princess Mary
1921
Leaving her mark
Princess Mary (daughter of King George V) signed this distinguished visitors’ book when she
came to Buxton to lay a memorial stone commemorating the role of the Devonshire Hospital
during the First World War. The book highlights some of the prominent visitors to the town
between 1915 and 1923 – business owners, politicians and football players. The glass she
used to sample the waters is shown to the left/right.
With thanks to Anne Maclean.
Plus screen alongside:
TEXT TBC
Image of object:
 MISSING

Sir Humphry Rolleston
1924
No sneaky snacking
When Sir Humphry Rolleston (President of the Royal College of Physicians) opened the new
Mineral Baths he used his speech to warn patients visiting Buxton to follow the correct diet.
He suggested that, ‘an obvious remedy against dietetic lapses is to remove temptation so
that patients undergoing a cure should find it impossible at their hotels to go outside their
prescribed diet, both as regards quality and perhaps even the more difficult question of
quantity.’
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

A patient from Manchester
1934
Electric massages and needles
This patient sent a postcard to his cousin ‘I am doing all right. Just been and had a massage
bath. I have treatment every day, electric one day and massage and needle bath the other
and they put me through it but I am pleased to say I am feeling better. They have
something going on every night. We have talkies [films] on Wednesday and they are good,
better than the Savoy.’

Image caption: Electro-massage treatment
Image credit: Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Derbyshire County Council

John Lea
1950s
Paralysed by polio
This patient recalls his treatment at the Devonshire Royal Hospital.
Audio:
John

Three mornings a week I went with the same physiotherapist down to the
baths where a harness was slipped under me.

SFX

Buckles, ropes, lifting, splosh

John

I was swung from my bed high over the wall to be lowered gently into the
water. It is hard to explain the feeling of fear that first time – regardless of
the reassurance from very capable staff – of helplessness as I dangled in
mid-air before being lowered into the pool. Although the physiotherapist was
supporting me in only four foot six inches of water, when I floated free of
that harness I desperately gripped the handrail. I found that miraculously, as
my helpless feet sank to the bottom, I could stand on them. I did little more
that first day than marvel at the experience but in later sessions Miss
Sweatman developed my exercises.
The pool was filled with natural spring water that was piped under the town
from the old baths in St George’s Street. It is claimed to be more buoyant

than ordinary water and to have many rejuvenating properties both as a
drink and to bathe in. To allow the minerals to seep into our bodies we (staff
included) never wiped ourselves dry but were always wrapped in warm
towels and left to lie relaxed for thirty blissful minutes’.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED

Football players
1950s
A bath before the game
Football teams including Manchester United, Manchester City, Leicester City and Nottingham
Forest took Buxton water treatments in order to prepare themselves for upcoming matches.
IMAGE/CAPTION/CREDIT REQUIRED – if we end up needing images for this either the clubs
or the National Football Museum could be good sources

Student
2019
Title
Copy – story coming from Liz
2D: Sponsor acknowledgement: University of Derby

Room 5 – Journey to the Crescent
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Up, up and away
Join Lord Beresford on his journey to Buxton Crescent by hot air balloon.

R018.01

Hot air balloon experience

Script to accompany VR experience (provided by Alfavision).
(Note: this has already been signed off by the client team, but is provided here to illustrate
the interpretive context in which the rest of the text will sit.)
“My name is Lord Beresford. As a gentleman of comfortable means, I intended to spend my
summer on a Grand Tour, but I’m sure you’ve heard…Revolution in France has spread
trouble across Europe. So, instead of exploring the Seven Wonders of the World, I’m
discovering the seven “Wonders of the Peak.” I arrived in Buxton yesterday, weary from the
carriage. But today I am refreshed and have decided to try a new French invention –
hydrogen balloon flight.
It’s a marvellous way to enjoy the Peaks: Below is Castleton Village, and Peakeshole Water.
That dark maw in the cliff is Peak Cavern – home to a community of rope-making
troglodytes – and above are the ancient ruins of Peveril Castle.
What’s this? The tether holding the balloon has snapped! I’m floating away!!
This won’t do. I’ve got to be at the Summer Ball in The Assembly Rooms this evening – or
I’ll miss the chance to dance with Lady Bridgewater. But Lady Luck is with me: The wind is
blowing me through Winnats Pass. Maybe I can steer for Buxton and land the balloon there
myself? I’ve released the hydrogen valves and I’m approaching Buxton rather quickly. I
hope I make it to the ball in one piece! From this height you certainly can’t miss the Lime
stone quarry marring the hill near the picturesque spa town.
But – oh! – The Stables and Crescent look magnificent! Most visitors only come for a few
weeks to Buxton. However some of the gentry may stay the whole Season, so it’s important
these immense stables can comfortably accommodate 120 horses, with rooms for ostlers,
servants and carriages.
I must confess the journey to Buxton by carriage is pretty wretched, even with the newer
turnpike roads. It took me half a day from Manchester but cost a Lord’s ransom in tolls, and
the road was pitted and potholed like a pox-scarred face! I do not envy those that must
travel from London, which takes three days. And it’s even worse for the lesser folk who can
only afford a slow and drafty stagecoach… Watch out! I’m going to land on The Crescent!!
I’ve done it! I’ve landed the balloon.

And I find The Crescent is even more spectacular from the ground. It’s the beating heart of
Buxton, with shops, card rooms and private lodgings plus two luxurious hotels: St Ann’s
Hotel in the West Wing and The Great Hotel with the Assembly Rooms in the East Wing. Up
on the third floor are my rooms. Next door the windows of The Assembly Rooms are already
lit up with candles, ready for the Summer Ball.
I’m finding Buxton is very enjoyable as a Resort, not just as a Spa. In the day I can visit
Chatsworth House or Poole’s Cavern, play games in the Card Room and enjoy banquets and
dancing in the evening. Of course, both rich and poor visit Buxton for the Water Cure.
Drinking from St Ann’s Well and bathing in Buxton’s spa waters relieves all manner of
ailments. Depending on the disease they recommend you drink up to three pints, and use
the Baths once a day. This seems rather a lot, as I usually wash just once or twice a year!
Opposite St Ann’s Well are the Baths. These poor invalids waiting in line may be admitted to
the Charity Baths for up to five weeks. The poor must be recommended by a person of
repute or churchwarden and are supplied with boarding in local lodging houses.
And here on the left is one of Buxton’s famous Petrifaction shops. I might just stop to look…
Ah, some friends are arriving for the Summer Ball – I hope Lady Bridgewater is there! It
would seem as though all of Fashionable Society is here for the Summer Ball, even John
Carr, the architect who designed this very Crescent. But I can’t see Lady Bridgewater. I’m
going to do a circuit. A drink will do nicely to calm the nerves: honey-wine is my favourite!
Over to my left is a cornucopia of delicacies: Jellies, Compote of Pears and Iced puddings.
Perhaps I’ll leave those until after the dancing… Which they’ve already started –
It’s easy to get caught up in the whirlwind of high spirits. Ahead I spy the door to Card
Room, which is a perfect place to catch my breath. Look, over there is the Duke of
Devonshire conversing with…Lady Bridgewater, who is smiling at me! Perhaps there will be
a chance to dance with her after all; my unexpected journey here has been worth it.
After my explorations, I’m in no doubt that my fellow peers should forget the Grand Tour of
Europe: It is Buxton that I should recommend the world to see.”

R018.02

Balloon ride graphic
1 panel (T/30/100)
Image captions (20) + attributions

Come fly with us
Imagine a world before planes, drones or helicopters. The 1780s saw fascination
with hot air balloons sweep across Europe.
Erasmus Darwin was the first Briton to launch a large hydrogen balloon in 1783. Darwin’s
unmanned balloon launched from Derby and flew for thirty miles, landing near Lichfield. The
following year the Duchess of Devonshire organised a hot air balloon display as a publicity
stunt for the Whigs, a political party of the day.
Two years later Vincenzo Lunardi took the celebrated actress Mrs Sage, and their friend
George Biggins, on a balloon ride. The take-off was watched by a crowd of 150,000. Many
people started experimenting with ballooning and souvenirs of the flights were produced.
Now you too can fly up, up and away with the fictional Lord Beresford.

Image caption: Captain Vincenzo Lunardi with his assistant George Biggin and Mrs Letitia
Anne Sage in a balloon, 1785
Image credit: Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection

Image caption: An early balloon flight, about 1784
Image credit: Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection

G03

Digging deeper room sheet

A sheet of information that goes beyond the interpretive content on display in the room – a
chance for us to provide even more content.

Room 6 – Ailments
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Georgian medicine
This cellar of sickness is crawling with disease.

B23.01a

Conditions we cure intro panel
1 panel (T/15/75)

What’s wrong with you?
In the 1700s and 1800s, patients would visit spas to seek cures for their
complaints. If they couldn’t afford the trip to a place like Buxton, they could visit
an apothecary, who would suggest a treatment or dispense a cure.
In this room you’ll come face to face to with six people suffering from common Georgian
ailments. Pains and sprains, splutters and coughs, fractures and fevers – we’ve seen it all in
here.
Take a token from any patient to find out what their cure would be from the apothecary in
the next room.

B23.01b to i

Conditions we cure character / ailments
panels
7 character graphics (T/45)

John Carr

Rheumatism
Clicky bones and sore limbs. In the 1700s, rheumatism was a vague diagnosis for generally
stiff and painful joints, affecting the whole body. (Today the condition would most likely be
identified as osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis.)

Alexander Clapham has

Gout

In the 1700s, this extremely uncomfortable condition only really affected the upper classes
who were most likely to eat and drink to excess. A build-up of uric acid creates crystals in
the body’s joints, leading to an intense and burning pain, most commonly in the big toe.

A poor woman in her 50s has

Dropsy
The symptoms of dropsy are watery swellings on the body, bloated limbs and puffiness
around the eyes. It was a chronic and miserable disease that could leave the patient unable
to move and struggling to breathe. (Today it’s usually described as edema and associated
with kidney disease.)

A poor child of Buxton has

Scrofula
The symptoms of this disease were hard swellings and tumours on the neck. Although
usually painless, these were unattractive and could lead to the patient being unable to speak
if they attached to nerves in the throat. (Today we know that it is caused by the bacteria
that lead to tuberculosis).

A stable hand in his 50s has

Digestive problems
The stomach is churning and the guts are clenched. Everything from the belly to the bowel
is flowing freely, in an unpleasant mixture of burps and belches, farts and stool. Was it
something I ate? Or do I have a disease?

Lady Bridgewater has

Diabetes
The Georgians thought diabetes was a disease of the kidneys and urine. It is a lifelong
condition that can cause fatigue, blurred vision, weight loss, thirst and the need to urinate
frequently, hence it was sometimes referred to as the ‘pissing evil’

Room 7 – Apothecary

G02

Room Identifier
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The apothecary will see you now
Place your token in the slot to find out the treatment for your Georgian ailment.

B22.01

Georgian medicine and the Cure
7 x video scripts (30-40 seconds)

Visitors place their tokens into the counter and the apothecary on the screen presents a cure
to their medical complaint. As he speaks, jars behind him light up.
2D: there are plenty of good images of apothecaries in their shops with gout-ridden invalids
by Thomas Rowlandson
Rheumatism
Cartoon apothecary: Ah, the aches of rheumatism. Well I think some bloodletting should
ease your pain. Now, let me see, I’ve got some lean, hungry leeches here, hungry for your
blood. I’m also going to suggest you buy one of my sweating tonics. A good solid
perspiration should clear the pain.

Gout
Cartoon apothecary: It’s too much fine living that’s given you this gout, but if you appreciate
a good feed, then you may enjoy this remedy. You’ll need to stuff a fat old goose with
chopped kittens, incense, wax and rye flour. Once you’ve roasted and eaten it, simply apply
the dripping to your painful joints. If that sounds too extreme, then perhaps a try a healthgiving drink containing liquorice, coriander seeds, raisins and brandy. Although do be
careful, this mix might leave you on the chamber pot for a while. But, better out than in, I
say.

Dropsy
Cartoon apothecary: The best thing for you would be one of my special purging tonics. I
have a splendid and delicious one for dropsy made of ashes, nettles, earthworms and
powdered toad. It’ll bring on a little vomiting or diarrhoea, but don’t worry about that. Or I
would recommend a visit to my friend, the surgeon barber. He’ll puncture the swollen area
for you and drain the fluid away. But do be careful you don’t get an infection. Now, have
you enough opium? I can sell you some of that too, you know. Don’t worry, it isn’t addictive.

Scrofulous
Cartoon apothecary: Child, the finest cure in all the land for scrofulous is the touch of a
monarch. But as there are no kings or queens in Buxton for you I shall make a draft of nuts.
Or perhaps a pint and half of live millipedes might do it. (looks hopeful, crosses fingers)
Otherwise the surgeon-barber can simply slice the lumps away…

Digestive problems
Cartoon apothecary: Oof, I can smell you from here. To cure your gassiness and gut pain
you can choose from either seeds, bran, human excrement or goat dung boiled up in mint
water. Just take one of these aromatics and simply apply it to the soles of your feet, your
your belly and to your, erm, testicles.

Diabetes
Cartoon apothecary: Your ladyship, I can recommended a diet of rice, milk and shellfish to
promote good digestion. I can also offer a treatment tonic made from lime, cinnamon and
the roots of the tormentil plant - don’t worry, it’s not dangerous. It’s a sort of rose. Or a
powder made from pulverised sheep’s stomach. Your choice.

Labels on jars, behind apothecary. Perhaps arranged in alphabetical order. All are readable
by the visitor, but each one lights up as it is mentioned:
Ashes
Bran
Brandy
Chopped kittens
Cinnamon
Coriander seeds
Earthworms
Excrement
Goat dung
Incense
Leeches
Lime
Liquorice
Millipedes
Milk
Mint
Nettles
Nuts
Opium
Powdered toad

Raisins
Rice
Rye flour
Seeds
Sheep’s stomach
Shellfish
Sweating tonic
Tormentil
Wax

G02

Additional closing room Identifier
(T/15)

Alternative ‘medicine’
If the apothecary’s cure wasn’t very appealing, there’s always the option of taking thermal
waters from towns like Buxton.

Room 8 – Mini spa
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Take a load off
You must be tired. You are welcome to relax in this space before the next film screening
starts.

B21.01

Slideshow image

Water treatments through the ages
slideshow/video

Copy
Victorians visiting Buxton for the water
treatments would stay in ‘hydro hotels’.

Some of the treatments in the 1800s
included being sprayed with regular water
at high pressure, known as a ‘douche’.

These uncomfortable treatments were
supposed to be good for patients, but were
satirised at the time.

Buxton and its hotels were marketed as
healthy places to visit.

Water treatments attracted visitors well into
the 20th century. Here a patient in the
1940s floats in a ‘Hubbard tank’.

The high-pressure Buxton Douche massage
remained popular. Front …

… and back.

Immersion in Buxton’s thermal waters
continued, here in the so-called Cripple’s
Bath – a term we wouldn’t use today.

Group therapy session in the pool.
An alternative therapy was to be covered in
warm peat from the moors near Buxton for
skin disorders, rheumatism and sciatica.
Peat is no longer used for this purpose.
The Electro 4 Cell Schnee Bath combined
water with electricity to treat painful joints.
Electronic massages and light treatments
were developed in the 1940s.

For the less adventurous, a simple bubbling
bath, like a jacuzzi, remained an option.

Anna, please source some content on spa treatments since the 1940s – anything to do with
Buxton, ideally. It could even be content relating to the university and hotel, but it always
needs an image. The message of these later additions will be that we’re still doing what we
used to do – bracing climate, water, exercise, spa.

B21.02

Spas across Europe interactive
1 intro panel (T/50)
Image captions (30) + attributions

The water cure across Europe
In the 1700s, it was believed that drinking and bathing in mineral water could cure many
ailments including gout, arthritis, digestive problems and infertility. Alongside taking the
waters, doctors recommended patients followed a regimen which involved a healthy diet,
change of air, moderate exercise and cheerful company.
Europeans took to this with glee …

Matlock, UK
Anna – please source a few bullet points/nuggets that can fit with the rest of the content
below for this addition to the list.

Harrogate, UK
This engraving from 1829 shows the Spa Well at Harrogate the year before a huge
construction boom there, no doubt inspired by the popularity and successes of Buxton
Crescent.

Cheltenham, UK
Legend tells us that pigeons first ‘discovered’ natural waters at Cheltenham (hence the bird
on the town’s crest). The town’s reputation as a spa was cemented when King George III
visited to take the waters in 1788.

Bath, UK
The Romans built the bath (at Bath) that you can still visit today. But like Buxton, it wasn’t
until the town’s redevelopment in the 1700s that it turned into a real destination spa.

Baden Baden, Germany
In the mid-1800s, this was known by the elite as the ‘summer capital of Europe’. Queen
Victoria even visited. It was so good, they named it twice.

Budapest, Hungary
The Romans constructed 14 baths in Budapest, the most outside of Rome. Some of the
Turkish baths (built many years later) are still in operation today. The Szechenyi complex is
the largest spa in Europe.

Spa, Belgium
The visit of Russian Czar Peter the Great in 1717 (to relieve his liver disease) sparked a
huge popularity at the town of Spa with the royal courts of Europe. It has the oldest casino
in the world, built in 1763.

Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic
The water in Karlovy Vary is so full of minerals that a paper rose can be turned to stone
within 2 weeks. The nearby town of Jachymov is home to the world’s first radium spa,
established by Nobel Prize winners Marie and Pierre Currie.

Vichy, France
Letizia, Napoleon Bonaparte’s mother famously bathed here in 1799. Later, her grandson,
Napoleon III, turned it into the greatest spa town in France.

Luchon, France
This water in Luchon is the most sulphurous in the Pyrenees. The town is famous for its
Vaporium – a 1200-metre-long system of underground caves where hot springs emerge
through the rock, creating a humid heat for tired and aching joints.

Bagnoles de L’Orme, France
There are many legends and myths surrounding the natural hot water here. The most
famous is the tale of Rapide, the aging horse belonging to a medieval knight, who was
restored after drinking the spa’s waters.

Galicia region, Spain
Although this region’s 300+ mineral springs were known to the Romans, many of the
thermal complexes fell into disuse after the fall of the Roman Empire. This began to change
in the 1700s, although it wasn’t until the mid-1800s that the spas really became popular.

Caldas da Rainha, Portugal

When Queen Leonore, consort to King Joao II of Portugal, visited this spa town she found
the place very run down. The water did heal her, however, so in 1508 she built a hospital
there, combining water and medical cures.

Busra, modern Syria
Prusias I, King of Bithynia, established Busra in 185 BC. The Romans used the water but it
was the Byzantine emperor Justinian I who built a large bathing complex here. Later the
Ottomans made the city their capital and enlarged and repaired the Byzantine baths.

Acqui Terme, Italy
Once an important Roman thermal centre, the town fell into disrepair until the 1200s when
it began to develop once again. Visitors today can still see the impressive Roman aqueduct.
And it’s particularly known for its mud-bath therapies.

Bad Homberg, Germany
This city was popular with royalty, after luxurious spa facilities were built in 1841, along with
a casino. Kaiser Wilhelm II moved his summer residence to the town and Germany’s first
golf course was built there in 1889. King Edward VII visited Bad Homberg 32 times.

Montecatini Terme, Italy
The town’s saline waters were known by the Romans but it wasn’t until the 1400s that
Ugolini Simoni, father of Italian hydrology, studied the water in detail. The town’s popularity
grew in the 1800s, attracting the composer Puccini, who wrote some of his opera La
Boheme there.

G03

Digging deeper room sheet

A sheet of information that goes beyond the interpretive content on display in the room – a
chance for us to provide even more content.

Room 9 – Film

G02

Room Identifier
(T/15)

The water cure
Watch the film to find out … TBC

B20.01

Buxton water story AV

This element is currently being drafted by a production contractor.

